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Chapter 1151 

He had some level of mastery in the field of insect poison, since he read the 
Hades’ Axiom and received some guidance from the Insect 

Ruler. 

There was nothing that did not exist in the vast world. 

Even with Andrius extraordinary capabilities, he still could not heal the insect 
poison on Bradley at the moment. 

“What should we do?” Dax was quite surprised to hear that Andrius could not 
cure it. 

“There’s a doctor named Kelvin Leach in Murrfield.” Andrius said 

slowly, “He has been studying insects for decades, and his experience is 
much richer than mind. Send someone to bring him here. He 

should be able to heal Bradley.” 

“Okay, I'll get right on it!” Dax immediately responded and left. 

Ord 

ndrius were left. 

ed up and settled down temporarily. 

en, Andrius called Noir. “Noir, contact the Lycantroops intelligence. network 
and the Hawkeye Group immediately. Investigate the 

situation at the Southern Wilds Prison in the past few days for any suspicious 
individuals or other clues.” 

“Got it, Andy!” Noir responded, hung up the phone, and promptly made the 
arrangements. 
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Half an hour later, he called back. “Andy, we just conducted a comprehensive 
investigation, but we didn’t find any suspicious individuals around.” 

This news made Andrius’ expression darken slightly. Not many people in 
Florence could easily subdue Bradley and do it so silently. 

After hanging up the phone, Andrius sighed and said, “Perhaps... The only 
way now is to treat Bradley and have him tell us the details. 

Otherwise, everything will be in vain. Luna saw his concern and consoled him. 
“Don’t be too worried, 

hubby. The First War God has become powerful after becoming the Insect 
Soldier King. Anyone who’s not a martial realm expert won't 

even be able to get close to him. Ms. Gibbs should be safe with him protecting 
her.” 

Andrius felt a bit more relieved. 

Tcurrent situation was quite complex. 

was still seriously injured. 

The martial world was in chaos, and many factions obtained treasures from 
the demon snake after the Ancient Martial Assembly. There might be a 
significant breakthrough in their strengths after digesting them. The Insect 
Ruler’s lineage would also undoubtedly make significant moves after obtaining 
the demon snake’s heart. 

In such a situation, if the First War God and Vivian were in trouble, 

then Andrius would truly be powerless. 

At that thought, Andrius sat down and tried to cultivate the Hades’ Axiom. 

Unfortunately, his meridians were severed, and it was impossible to circulate 
inner energy. The method of acupuncture he used last time. also failed to 
work. 



Andrius failed. He could only rely on the most primitive method of breathing to 
maintain a weak immune system, but it could not keep up with the speed at 
which his inner energy was depleting. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this 
novel 

That was also the reason for Andrius’ continuous decline in strength. “Hubby!” 
Luna saw him cultivating and asked with concern, “How’s your inner energy 
now?” 

“It’s still the same...” Andrius shook his head and sighed. “At the 

current rate, I'll fall to the Martial King realm in less than half a month, Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

then after a month, I'll become a complete cripple.” 

The Martial King realm! 

Acripple! 

Those two terms struck Luna’s heart, making her feel even more 
uncomfortable than if she were to become a cripple herself. 

“Hubby... Don’t worry, I'll be with you” Luna reached out to hold Andrius’ hand, 
saying softly, “Even if you become a cripple, I'll take care of you every step of 
the way. Moreover, Master is still here. He won't sit idly by.” Visit  to read the 
latest chapter of this novel 

Old Hagstorm... 

Andrius still felt like looking at Old Hagstorm was like seeing through a mist. 
He could not see him clearly. 

“| hope that | can recover soon...” 

He sighed and gripped Luna’s soft hand. 

Chapter 1152 “You will! You definitely will!” Luna agreed and nestled in 
Andrius’ arms. 

Andrius felt the warmth and fragrance in his arms and suddenly felt a flutter in 
his heart. Then, he felt his ‘little brother’ stand at attention. 



After he cultivated the Hades Axiom, his resistance in this aspect became 
extremely weak. 

Once a thought emerged, he could no longer control it, and it spread 
throughout his body like wildfire. Luna also felt his masculine energy. It was 
part of a snake’s attributes. 

Luna, who was constantly influenced by the demon snake's energy, suddenly 
felt her mouth go dry. 

“Hubby...” 

She twisted her hot body, looking up at Andrius. 

What a look she gave him! 

It was alluring, soft as silk, and hooked his soul. 

Andrius could not hold back anymore. He pulled Luna into his arms and 
started the most primitive, intense, and fascinating battle between the two. 
The battle lasted until the sky grew dark and then light again. 

The next day at noon, the two were still in bed, sound asleep. Knock, knock, 
knock! 

“Wolf King, Warzone Master Wimbleton has brought Dr. Leach back.” 
Someone suddenly knocked on the door to report. 

Inside the room, Andrius and Luna were still intertwined. They suddenly 
stirred at the voice. 

“I'll be right there,” Andrius immediately sat up from the bed and responded 
while dressing quickly, ignoring the beautiful scene on the bed. 

“Mm...” 

Luna’s body was soft as she blushed and began to dress too. Amoment later, 
they arrived at the room where Bradley was. 

Dax nodded at Andrius. 



Kelvin had already understood the situation and began to use acupuncture on 
Bradley. However, he frowned. It was clear that Bradley’s condition was much 
worse than expected. 

After a while, Kelvin finished the acupuncture. He summoned the insects he 
used to treat Bradley and let out a long sigh. 

Andrius’ and Dax’s expressions fell at the sigh. 

“| can’t save him.” Kelvin said in a low voice, “The insect poison has 

penetrated deep into his bone marrow. Forgive me for my limited strength. | 
can’t save his life. However...” 

Just as Andrius’ heart sank, Kelvin continued, “! can use insects to Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

stimulate his body, allowing him to recover temporarily. At least, he'll Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

be able to leave us his final wishes.” 

Andrius thought about it and said, “Do it, Dr. Leach.” 

“Alright.” 

After getting approval, Kelvin took out a white jade bottle. When he opened it, 
a fleshy and somewhat funny-looking insect crawled out. It quickly entered 
Bradley’s mouth. 

Then, Kelvin inserted several needles into Bradley's vital acupoints. Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

“Ugh...” Suddenly, Bradley groaned on the bed and slowly opened his eyes. 
He woke up. 

“Bradley, you're awake!” 

ANING 

Andrius knew that although this method was mysterious, it was 



based on burning vitality and would not last long. He had to make full use of 
the time left. 

Thus, he immediately asked, “What happened? Who harmed you like 

this? Where is the First War God and Ms. Gibbs?” 

Chapter 1153 

“Wolf King!” Bradley’s face became rosy, and there was a hint of brilliance in 
his eyes. “Last night, several masked individuals suddenly came to the door. 

“They said they wanted to invite Ms. Gibbs to attend a banquet. 

“Ms. Gibbs has always preferred the quiet and did not like interacting with 
people. After the First War God passed, she became even more reclusive and 
rarely dealt with anyone, so she refused on the spot. 

“However, they forcibly took her away.” 

Masked individuals. 

A banquet... 

Andrius and Dax exchanged glances, feeling something suspicious. 

masked individuals were extremely powerful. Even though the ar God has 
become the Insect Soldier King, he was not their ch at all.” 

Bradley continued, “He was subdued in less than a round. | took advantage of 
them underestimating me and secretly used an insect. technique, increasing 
my strength significantly for a short period, and managed to escape with my 
life barely intact. 

“| know that their strength must have reached the legendary martial realm. 
Even if the entire Southern Wilds Prison mobilized its forces, it's impossible to 
contend with them.” 

At that point, Andrius’ brows were deeply furrowed. 

Sure enough, they were martial realm experts. 



Fortunately, Bradley reacted quickly and was lucky, so he managed to save 
his life and leave a glimmer of hope. 

“Thus, | deliberately ran in another direction and hid in a cave. | can’t die!” 

Saying this, he looked at Andrius with pleading eyes. 

However, Andrius saw that the light in his eyes was slowly dissipating. 

“Over the years...” Bradley said firmly, “Since the First War God captured me, 
I’ve realized the deep sins that | committed. I’ve never thought about leaving 
and just missed my family in Murrfield. 

“The First War God sympathized with me and granted me an opportunity to 
visit my family every year. 

“Ms. Gibbs is also kindhearted. She often instructs her subordinates to take 
care of my family, ensuring their prosperity and preventing them from being 
bullied. 

“| have never begged anyone in my life, but now... Wolf King, please. 

I'm begging you. You must... save... 

At that point, the light in his eyes quickly dissipated, and the color on his face 
also faded away, turning into a deathly gray. Then, he coughed up blood, and 
his body fell heavily on the bed, taking his last breath. 

Everyone in the room fell silent. 

Andrius’ expression was extremely solemn. 

The other party must be from the martial world if they were able to deal with 
an Insect Soldier King easily. This was a significant matter 

After a moment of contemplation, Andrius looked at Kelvin. “Dr. Leach, help 
check around the prison and see if you can find any traces of insects left by 
the other party.” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

“Got it!” Kelvin agreed and immediately went to handle it. 

After a while, he came back. 



He said with a disappointed expression, “Wolf King, forgive my limited 
abilities. The other party’s methods are too superior. They didn’t leave any 
traces behind.” 

Andrius could not help but fall silent. 

It seemed the other party came prepared and cut off all possible tracking 
methods. Andrius said to Dax, “Let's check the surveillance and see if we can 

find anything.” 

Dax smiled wryly and spoke as they walked toward the central control 

room, “To be honest, while you were on your way to the prison, | 

already checked the surveillance several times.” 

He already checked it? 

Andrius hurriedly asked, “Did you find anything?” 

Dax shook his head slowly. “Apart from the surveillance cameras going black 
for a period of time midway, there’s nothing suspicious. Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

“According to the testimonies of the prisoners, | can confirm that the time the 
surveillance went back was when a fight and the subsequent Visit  to read the 
latest chapter of this novel 

events played out.” 

Chapter 1154 

“As for the specific cause of the blackout, we couldn't find out. I’ve had the 
technical department check multiple times. It wasn’t a problem with the 
equipment.” 

That was a bit strange. 

As they spoke, they arrived at the central control room. 

Soon, Andrius saw the footage Dax mentioned, where the surveillance went 
black. 



Hm? 

He suddenly sensed something off. 

He noticed that before the screen went completely black, there were some 
small black spots in the footage. However, the moment was very brief and 
only a fleeting glance, making it seem like a trick of the light. 

However, Andrius was a martial realm expert, so his eyesight surpassed 
ordinary people's. Thus, he immediately ordered, “Wait. Slow down this 
footage by ten times.” 

“Yes, sir!” 

The nearby technician immediately followed the order. 

This time, Andrius saw it clearly, and so did Dax and the others. 

First, a group of black dots appeared in the frame, then the entire image went 
completely black. 

It was not a technical issue! 

It was something physically blocking the surveillance cameras! 

Upon seeing this, Kelvin suddenly exclaimed and immediately asked, | get it! 
Where’s the location of this camera?” 

The technician opened a window and pointed to a concealed place in the 
distance, saying, “It’s the camera for the western area, B-1032. It's 

that one!” 

Kelvin glanced at it and went straight to the camera. It seemed he had 
discovered something. Andrius, Dax, and the others followed him. 

Hiss... 

After arriving under the camera, Kelvin immediately took out a crimson bottle 
and released an insect. The insect flew toward the direction of the camera, 
appearing very excited. 



“It's the aura of an insect!” Kelvin narrowed his eyes slightly and said. with 
confidence. 

They found it! 

Andrius immediately ordered, “Can you track it?” 

“Til try!” 

Then, Kelvin urged the insect. 

It flew in a certain direction. 

Andrius and Kelvin exchanged a glance, then said at the same time, Let's go!” 

Seeing this, Luna was worried about Andrius’ safety and also. followed. 

Dax and the others stayed behind. 

Guided by the insect, Andrius, Kelvin, and Luna crossed mountains 

and ridges, and unexpectedly reached the deep mountains of the southern 
warzone. The further they went, the more unsettled Andrius felt. 

At first, the path was concealed, indicating they were worried about being 
discovered. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

However, the further they went, the clearer the road became. The 

other party most likely gradually relaxed their vigilance and did not Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

bother covering their tracks as much. 

they reached the innermost part, Andrius suddenly realized that 

ace was almost identical to the experimental base set up by the 

ond War God, but on a larger scale! 

The area occupied was at least an acre, with buildings connected into a vast 
complex that could not be seen at a glance. 



The discovery made Andrius’ eyes widen. 

He personally shut down the Second War God’s insect experimental 

base and killed the Insect Ruler’s brother, the Witch King. He also conducted 
sweeping operations through various bases in Florence. Visit  to read the 
latest chapter of this novel 

If an anomaly was discovered, they were uprooted without mercy. However... 

Why was there still such a vast experimental base concealed here? What 
were they researching inside? Could it also be related to 

insects? 

Chapter 1155 

“Wolf King...” Kelvin lowered his voice and asked, “What should we do now?” 

Andrius glanced at the base, knowing they must not alert the enemy, and 
said, “Let’s go back to the prison first. We'll tell Dax what happened here and 
have him mobilize manpower for investigation. “As for anything else, let's wait 
for the results before deciding.” After saying that, Andrius calmly walked back. 

Luna followed. 

“Okay!” Kelvin nodded and followed behind Andrius.. 

The group traveled a long distance and returned to the Southern Wilds Prison. 

Upon seeing them back, Dax immediately greeted them and asked in a low 
voice, “How was it? Did you find any leads?” 

“There’s an experimental base.” Andrius shared the details of what he and 
Kelvin found and instructed, “However, the scale of the 

experimental base is quite large. It won’t be easy for one or two people to 
overturn it. | want you to send people to investigate first.” 

As soon as he finished speaking, before Dax could arrange for people. to 
investigate, the prison warden, Lennon, spoke up, “Wolf King, Warzone 
Master, is that experimental base about forty kilometers. north, hidden in the 
mountains with no apparent traces?” 



Andrius frowned slightly. “That's right.” 

“| know about this experimental base.” Lennon met Andrius’ gaze and said 
truthfully, “We discovered its existence during the last search 

operation. It’s located on Scarlet Peak. 

“At that time, we wanted to go in and investigate, but we were told that the 
base was established by many ministers and meritorious 

generals, so we didn’t have the authority to enter. 

“Thus, it was left unresolved. It'll likely be challenging to take action against 
this base.” 

Lennon shook his head with a touch of fear as he spoke. Challenging? 

Andrius sneered. “This is the land of Florence, in the Southern Warzone. All of 
Florence’s affairs, whether military or political, are under Dax’s control.” 

Dax nodded naturally. 

As the Warzone Master, he was the absolute ruler of this domain and 
possessed supreme power and authority. 

“Dax, take troops there and surround the base. I'll come later.” Andrius words 
carried an unmistakable tone of determination. 

“Okay, I'll get ready now!” Andrius had saved Dax’s life, so Dax never refused 
Andrius’ orders and immediately went to make preparations. 

Andrius called Noir. “Noir, lead the elite forces of the Lycan Manor to the 
Southern Wilds Prison now. There’s an urgent mission.” 

“Got it, Andy. We'll be right there.” 

After hanging up the phone, Andrius looked in the direction of Scarlet Peak, 
lost in thought. 

“Hubby...” Luna said worriedly, “According to the warden, there are high-
ranking officials of Florence backing up this experimental base. Furthermore, 
there are martial realm experts among them. Are your really going to confront 
them head-on?” 



Luna’s worries were not unfounded. 

The current situation was already complicated. Taking down the experimental 
base might stir up even more trouble. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this 
novel 

“High-ranking officials...” Andrius sneered and scoffed coldly. “It doesn't matter 
who they are. No one can trample on Florence’s laws! Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

The unprovoked attacks on Conrad and his daughter must be avenged!” 

Whir... 

The moment Andrius spoke, a hint of evil and murderous intent flashed in 
Luna’s aura. 

“lll help you, Hubby!” 

Currently, the demon snake’s power would not only fluctuate when someone 
approached Andrius, but she would also experience intense emotional 
fluctuations based on his emotions. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this 
novel 

Andrius was slightly stunned. However, the presence came and went so 
quickly that he did not have time to carefully sense it. 

It was as if it never happened. 

Chapter 1156 

Meanwhile, Dax mobilized ten thousand soldiers and personally led them to 
the experimental base on Scarlet Peak. 

With such a massive deployment, anyone who paid attention would notice it. 

Just as they entered the forest, Brandon Orwell, the person in charge of the 
base, received the news. 

This man relied on the support of many influential figures behind the 
experimental base and was always arrogant, never showing respect 



to anyone. That included the Southern Warzone Master, Dax Wimbleton! 
“Southern Warzone Master, Dax Wimbleton!” 

Brandon quickly came over to the entrance of the base just in time to see Dax 
trying to threaten the guards, and approached with asmile. 

“You...” He pointed at the numerous soldiers behind Dax and showed no signs 
of nervousness or fear on his face. Instead, it was filled with disdain and 
mockery. “Why did you bring so many soldiers to my research base? I'll make 
it clear. | won’t be providing meals for you.” 

Dax’s eyes narrowed when he saw how arrogant Brandon was acting. 

Dax stared directly at the man and said in a low voice, “Brandon Orwell, I've 
received reliable information that your research base is related to the recent 
incident in the Southern Wilds Prison. Step aside and don’t get in the way of 
my business!” 

However, Brandon did not care about Dax’s stern words. He sized Dax up, 
then at the soldiers behind him, and said with a smirk, “Dax Wimbleton, this 
isn’t a place you can search at will.” 

Dax’s expression turned cold. 

“Ridiculous! There’s no place in the Southern Warzone that | can’t go!” Dax 
stared straight at Brandon, about to tell him to back off. 

Just then, Brandon took out a document from his pocket and held it 

in front of Dax. 

That arrogant action made Dax even more displeased. However, his 
expression changed when he saw the contents. It was a decree from the 
imperial palace! 

“Subjects of Florence, seeing this decree is akin to seeing the 

emperor. Soldiers are not allowed to raise their arms. Civilians are not wed to 
step foot. Otherwise, it would be considered contempt for 

emperor of Florence, an unforgivable crime!” 



Although the decree was short, the contents weighed heavily and instantly 
blocked Dax’s path. He did not have Andrius’ courage and did not dare to go 
against an imperial decree. 

Brandon put away the decree smugly and said with a fake smile, “Dax, this 
decree came from Kiyoto. It's a decree from the imperial palace!” 

He pointed to the soldiers behind Dax, showing off a pompous attitude. “Are 
you sure you still want to search my base?. If you have the guts, then be my 
guest.” 

Brandon slowly stepped aside and grinned. “Come in, come in, I'll 

make way for you! Please go ahead!” 

He was sure that Dax would not dare to go against an order from Kiyoto! 
Thus, he was disdainful and haughty. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this 
novel 

Dax was so furious that smoke seemed to come out of his head. 

The ten thousand soldiers behind him were also infuriated. They clenched 
their fists and waited for Dax’s command to turn this fool into a real idiot. 

However... 

Dax stared at Brandon for a long time but did not dare to give the order. 

“What's wrong?” Brandon became even more arrogant. He walked up 

to Dax, almost standing right in front of him, and sneered in his ear, Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

Warzone Master Wimbleton, if you don’t dare, then take your people and get 
out of my sight!” 

Just when Dax was about to explode, a familiar and powerful voice came from 
behind. 

“Dax, since the kid is so arrogant, just go in and search. I'll cover you Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 



if anything happens. What do you have to be afraid of?” The voice echoed 
and reverberated throughout the area. 

It was none other than Andrius! 

Chapter 1157 

Seeing Andrius’ appearance, the soldiers immediately dispersed to the sides. 

Andrius and Luna walked forward side by side. 

“The Wolf King!” Brandon’s expression instantly changed. However, he held 
the decree in his hand and instantly regained his confidence. 

“Wolf King! Even if you’re the Wolf King, you can’t be arrogant while | have the 
decree!” Brandon blocked Andrius’ path and spoke coldly. 

Swoosh. 

Andrius did not waste time with him. He casually pulled out the handgun from 
Dax’s waist and pointed it at Brandon’s head, pointing 

1. 

Would you believe me if | said that I'll kill you if you dare to obstruct me 
again?” Andrius’ calm voice carried overwhelming killing intent 

and coldness. 

After all, he was the Wolf King and the current emperor’s junior! In the whole 
of Florence, as long as he did not rebel, there was nothing he would not dare 
to do! 

Furthermore, his prestige and strength were widely recognized in Florence. 

Brandon instantly shrunk back. 

“Wolf King! T-t-this is abuse of power!” Brandon’s expression turned. ashen in 
an instant. He struggled for a long time and only managed. to squeeze out a 
short sentence. 

“Abuse of power?” Andrius glanced at Brandon and said with disdain,” That’s 
right, I’m abusing my power today. What are you going to do 



about it?” Brandon froze, momentarily speechless. He looked at Andrius, then 
at the soldiers behind him, and his expression instantly fell. 

Then, he narrowed his eyes at Andrius, his eyes flashing with an inexplicable 
light. He said coldly, “Wolf King, | can let you go in and search. However, if 
you go in and don’t find anything, then | want a proper explanation for this!” 

Andrius raised his brows and asked, “What kind of explanation do you 

want?” 

“| want you to apologize in front of all the media!” Brandon stared into 

eyes and said word by word, “Apologize for the negative your willfulness 
brought to my research base!” Andrius smiled and agreed easily. “Sure, no 
problem.” 

Then, he waved at Dax and the soldiers and shouted, “Search the 

place!” 

“Yes!” 

The soldiers rushed in. 

Andrius, Dax, and Luna stayed outside. 

Brandon watched the soldiers rush in, a sinister look flashing on his Visit  to 
read the latest chapter of this novel 

face. 

Half an hour later, the soldiers came out one after another and rereturned to 
Dax. “Wolf King, Warzone Master, everything is normal ininside the base. 
Nothing suspicious was found.” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Wolf King, Warzone Master, we didn’t find Ms. Gibbs. There were no 
aanomalies.” 

NNot long after, all the soldiers came out. 

Nolone of them found anything. They all returned empty-handed. Arditras was 
puzzled. 



Dax’s’s expression also darkened. 

“Wolf Kinga Warzone Master.” Brandon looked smug and said 

gleefuitylySorry for disappointing you, but everything we do in this base is 
legitimate research!” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Then, before Actrius of Dax could respond, Brandon clapped his hands. 
Swoosh... 

Swish... 

Chapter 1158 

Immediately, there was a commotion of footsteps nearby. 

Dozens of reporters had somehow gathered here without anyone noticing. 
They all rushed out after hearing Brandon’s signal. It was clear that this was a 
premeditated scheme. From the start, 

Andrius and Dax were lured here. 

“My dear Wolf King...” Brandon looked at Andrius, the smugness on his face 
almost overflowing. “You said it yourself. If you don’t find anything, you must 
apologize in front of the media! 

“The honorable Wolf King of Florence has always been a man of his word. 
You won't back out on it, right?” 

The mocking look in Brandon’s eyes indicated that he planned this long ago. 

ax’s expression darkened. “Don’t go too far, Brandon Orwell. This is the 
Southern Warzone, and I’m the Southern Warzone Master!” 

“Heh...” Brandon's expression was extremely disdainful. He showed no 
respect for Dax and said contemptuously, “Even if you’re the Southern 
Warzone Master, you're still bound by the laws! 

“Just now, the Wolf King personally said that he would apologize in public if 
nothing was found. Are you saying that the Wolf King is lying? Is he going 
back on his word? 

“Besides, I’m just safeguarding my legal rights. Even if you’re the 



Warzone Master and he’s the Wolf King, in the eyes of the law, I’m in 

Chaotent 

the right!” 

It had to be said that despite his arrogance, Brandon’s words. 

sounded reasonable. Dax was unable to refute and could only hold back his 
anger. Then, Brandon looked at Andrius and smirked triumphantly, and made 

a phone call. 

The call was directed to his behind-the-scenes connections in Kiyoto. He 
wanted to use those connections to exert pressure on Andrius! 

“Sir! The Wolf King and the Southern Warzone Master brought people. to 
forcefully barge into my research base. | allowed them to search, but they 
found nothing and still refused to give up... Sir, you must speak up for me!” 

Shortly after hanging up the call, Andrius’ phone rang. 

“Got it,” Andrius responded and slowly walked toward Brandon. 

Brandon grinned. 

In his view, Andrius must have succumbed to the pressure from above 

ove and was about to apologize to him in front of the reporters. An apology 
from the Wolf King... 

Such a thing was unheard of in Florence! 

In an instant, Brandon felt incredibly smug and felt like he might start. floating. 
He started to fantasize. If even the great Wolf King of Visit  to read the latest 
chapter of this novel 

Florence had to apologize to him, that meant he could do whatever he wanted 
in Florence in the future. 

At that thought, Brandon immediately shouted at the reporters, proclaiming 
loudly, “Everyone... You're about to witness a miracle. Please pay attention 



and don’t miss it. Make sure to capture this Visit  to read the latest chapter of 
this novel 

historic moment!” 

His tone and voice were full of joy! Smack! 

However, the next second.... 

In front of the crowd, Andrius arrived in front of Brandon, raised his arm, and 
immediately delivered a resounding slap to Brandon’s face. Visit  to read the 
latest chapter of this novel 

It was loud and decisive! 

The slap sent Brandon flying. 

Chapter 1159 

Brandon shrieked at the slap. His face was swollen, his teeth fell, and his jaw 
was crooked. 

When he climbed back up, he pointed at Andrius and stuttered, “Wolf King, y-
you...” 

The slap genuinely dumbfounded him. 

He called the big shots in Kiyoto to pressure Andrius. 

Furthermore, Andrius received a call and responded with a ‘got it’. Why did he 
dare to slap him? 

In addition to that, he even told the reporters to record this scene and 
broadcast it live... 

Damn it. His dignity just went down the drain! 

“What?” Andrius looked at Brandon with a smile and said faintly, “Are you 
upset?” 

“Wolf King!” Brandon pointed at Andrius and said sinisterly, “You went back 
on your word to bully others. All the reporters present have 



witnessed it! 

“Finally, you resort to violence in your anger! How dare you! Do you think I’m 
easy to bully?” Brandon stubbornly accused Andrius, hoping to embarrass him 
with the help of the reporters. 

“| went back on my word?” A profound smile appeared on Andrius’ face, and 
he said calmly, “Do you mean the part where | didn’t find 

anything in your base?” “What else?” Brandon sneered in response. 

Andrius did not waste any words and also clapped his hands thrice. 

Swoosh... 

Clatter... 

There was once again commotion and footsteps nearby. Agroup of people 
arrived in everyone’s sight. 

The leader was a man with dark skin. 

It was Noir! 

Behind him was Elmer, the Black Hawk, and a group of experts. 

Each of them held injured researchers they rescued. Among them was the 
former First War God and current Insect Soldier King, as well Visit  to read the 
latest chapter of this novel 

Vivian! ne remaining people were the ones who were subjected to insect 
experiments in the base... 

It turned out that when Andrius arrived and saw Dax being obstructed from 
afar, he had already guessed that Brandon would stall for time to move or 
destroy the evidence. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

Thus, he deliberately told Noir and the others to set up an ambush in the 
surroundings. 

The call that Andrius received earlier was from Noir, saying that they had 
handled everything. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 



Chapter 1160 

“You, the Wolf King, will become an eternal sinner of Florence!” 

It was a heavy accusation. 

If it were someone else, they might have been intimidated. 

However, Andrius had captured kings from the Western Nations and even 
dared to lead an army into the capital... 

Those words were like child’s play to him. 

“Chaos in Florence? An eternal sinner?” 

There was thick disdain on Andrius’ face. “Florence won't fall into chaos just 
because you said it would. In my opinion, Florence is quite unstable! 

“As for you, you conducted wicked and malicious experiments under the guise 
of research. The real culprit endangering Florence is you! “Tl not only 

lv deal with you but anyone who shelters you! | won't let a single person who’s 
involved with this get away!” Andrius’ words were full of determination. 

“Fine, fine!” Brandon stared fiercely at Andrius, clearly hating his guts out. 
“You'll regret this, Wolf King. You’ll definitely regret this!” 

Andrius could not be bothered to argue with him. He turned and instructed the 
soldiers, “Guards, detain and search him!” 

Asoldier immediately stepped forward to restrain Brandon and search him. 

Brandon's hands were pinned behind his back, and there was a blue 
gemstone ring in his left hand.. 

When the ring had not been taken away yet, he lightly pressed it with his right 
hand. A faint light flashed before disappearing, returning to normal. 

It was an emergency distress signal. In critical moments, it could be used to 
send messages for help. 

The next moment, the ring was confiscated. 



A few seconds later, he was thoroughly searched. 

“Take him away. Keep a close eye on him and don’t let anything go wrong!” 
Andrius instructed the soldiers. 

“Yes, sir!” the soldiers promised loudly. 

us continued to instruct, “Dax, leave some people here and duct a thorough 
search, then seal off this research base.” Dax nodded. “Got it. I'll handle it 
personally.” 

After giving the orders, Andrius left with Luna, Noir, and the others. 

In the Southern Wilds Hospital, Vivian was fed insect poison by Brandon’s 
people. Fortunately, Kelvin was present. After some treatment, her 
complexion looked much better. 

“Is she alright?” Andrius looked at Vivian lying on the bed and asked with 
concern. 

“There are no major issues. The insect poison in Ms. Gibbs’ body has been 
completely expelled and destroyed. She’s just a little weak due to the 
treatment and hasn’t woken up yet.” 

Andrius was relieved by Kelvin’s words. 

Bam! 

Boom! 

Just then, violent noises came from the side, accompanied by intense 
vibrations throughout the entire floor. It was like an earthquake had occurred. 

Andrius’ expression changed slightly. He looked at Kelvin and asked in a low 
voice, “What's happening next door?” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this 
novel 

“It's the First War God.” Kelvin sighed and led Andrius next door with a 
complex expression. 

Inside it was a massive metal cage, the glossy surface indicating that it was 
made of alloy. 



The First War God was imprisoned inside. His eyes were bloodshot, and his 
expression was ferocious. He was in an extremely frenzied and violent state 
as he punched the floor and metal cage. Visit  to read the latest chapter of this 
novel 

“What's going on?” Andrius’ expression turned unpleasant. 

Kelvin said truthfully, “The First War God was fed with a very rare but powerful 
insect, causing his previously calm sentience to become extremely unstable 
and bloodthirsty.” Visit  to read the latest chapter of this novel 

 


